Connecting and Counting
from Harvest to Harvest!
Enter into this Time of Counting the Omer!
Thursday, April 19, 2018
Dear Counting Ones:
The Hebraic month of Iyar is the hinge (or vav) month that connects
Redemption (Passover) with giving and outpouring (Pentecost). If we move
right this month, the rest of our year connects properly. This time frame is also
about COUNTING, as we count the days from the time of the Yeshua’s
resurrection to the release of His Spirit to His Body on earth. If we count right
at this time, then we end up being prepared for our future.
In my book, Time to Defeat the Devil, I share about multiplication and the
counting of the omer:
“Every year the Israelites enter into the counting of the omer, I believe this is a
key to understand in our journey toward promise. The people would always be
reminded of their escape from Egypt from generation to generation throughout
history. Passover would become the day to remember deliverance and to begin
a counting from one harvest entry point until harvest was moving into fullness.
This was known as the counting of the omer … This counting produces a timesequenced guide that opens the way for new revelation and multiplication.”
The real issue for this time of counting is the anticipation of breakthrough
produced. Counting with an expectation for visitation and harvest causes a new
level of faith to arise. Biblically, we are in the time frame between the barley

harvest and the wheat harvest. So this is a time of counting from HARVEST to
HARVEST. Realign your emotions so that the function of your “expectation” is
restored and receptive to Holy Spirit. Allow a new harvest mindset to be
developed so you are positioned for multiplication. I am declaring your vision is
being shifted, redeﬁned and established so you will go beyond in unlocking
your next portion of breakthrough.

DEVELOP A NEW EXPECTATION FOR HARVEST
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Specials good through April 27, 2018

If you would like to sow a special gift during this time of counting, you can
donate online, by calling our ofﬁce at 1-888-965-1099 or 1-940-382-7231, or by
postal mailing your donation to Glory of Zion, PO Box 1601, Denton TX 76202.
Give Now

Blessings,

Chuck D. Pierce

